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Add-on "Aerosoft A320/A321 professional" The Add-on "Aerosoft A320/A321 professional" provides you with a broad
selection of navigation aids, direct and connected flight modes, and approaches in all phases of flight. These can be used as they
are or combined with the General Purpose setting to achieve unique characteristics. Based on the same aircraft models as the
aerospatial module, the new Add-on "Aerosoft A320/A321 professional" offers you highly optimized and more realistic flight
experiences. It is always ready for flying, at all times! The add-on consists of numerous new and enhanced features, including:
● Improved engine models and a higher fidelity of fuel consumption● Highly optimized drag coefficients and unit masses●
New landing options including VMC and an instrument approach● Individual tuning for the extension of the life of the battery
and engine, on the one hand, and to increase the stamina of the system and the lifespan of the battery, on the other hand●
Improved radio and external sound● Enhanced winglet performance● New sounds● Improved flight dynamics● Many more
improvements and bug fixes Improved Engine Models The add-on features the high-fidelity engine models of the Airbus A320
and A321, which was also introduced with the flight dynamics of the Aerosoft A320/A321 flight dynamics. With this, the
energy consumption and fuel consumption are far more realistic, which leads to an improved flight experience for all users, but
above all, for flying in the vicinity of the airports! Highly Optimized Drag Coefficients This aerospatial add-on is the first flight
simulation add-on for the A320 and A321 family that offers highly optimized drag coefficients in its parameters. For this
purpose, a statistical regression model for the drag coefficient in the lower speed range has been developed, which also offers
unprecedented speeds for this model. While the models for the older aerospatial add-ons were based on empirical data, the new
models were developed using a regression model. This offers an improved flight experience for realistic flight dynamics,
especially in the course of longer flights, because the aircraft leaves the glide slope earlier and experiences a more rapid descent.
Individual Tuning for the Extension of the Life of the Battery and Engine, on the One Hand and to Increase the Stamina of the
System and the Lifespan of the Battery, on the Other Hand With the individual tuning settings 82157476af
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